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FREDRIK KRO N KVIST - ALTO SAXO PHO N E (SW EDEN )
The powerful and soulful altoman Fredrik Kronkvist is considered one of Europe’s finest alto
saxophonists and takes charge whenever he is in the spotlight.
Fredrik is an award-winning saxophonist and he has 14 albums out as a leader and has received
stunning reviews in many countries.
Both his writing and improvisational skills are on display when he gives the audience his experience in
drawing the heat from a tune with his big sound.
He is leading his own bands where he presents groups consisting of musicians from the vanguard of
today´s jazz scene like Aaron Goldberg, Jason Marsalis, Antonio Sanchez, Reuben Rogers, Gregory
Hutchinson, Marcus Strickland, Eliel Lazo and musicians from the Swedish front line like Martin
Sjöstedt. Fredrik is also a member of the prestigious Stockholm Jazz Orchestra. Kronkvist’s strong,
creative spirit combined with a profound knowledge of the instrument and jazz has made him into one
of Sweden’s international jazz stars.
Available groups for booking 2015/2016:
Fredrik Kronkvist Quartet feat. Aaron Goldberg, Reuben Rogers & Gregory Hutchinson Contemporary Hard Swinging Jazz at it’s finest. Two records out: Reflecting Time and New York
Elements. 4/5 ****, Downbeat, Best Albums of the Year 2012 selected by DownBeat
Fredrik Kronkvist MONK VIBES feat. Jason Marsalis on vibraphone
Thelonious Monk’s music in a new perspective with alto sax, vibraphone, bass and drums. New record
Monk Vibes released feb 2015.
Fredrik Kronkvist AFRO CUBAN SUPREME feat. Eliel Lazo and Miriam Aïda
A powerhouse new Latin jazz concept with a multi layered repertoire with classics and originals in an
exciting mix.
Press about Fredrik Kronkvist:
"…informed by drive and clarity of focus, and a settled-in technical
facility that impresses… the group-think seems perfectly in tune”. DOWNBEAT 2014
”…one step further and suggests a bridge between the US mainstream jazz and the place within
European stylistics” JAZZTHING 2015
“On the basis of the modern formal language of classical jazz he goes with hardbopping tone straight
back to the here and now and the modern jazz subtly swinging on the beat with agile edged often
modal harmonic and a multilingual eloquent phrasing.” JAZZTHING 2015
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